Osteosarcoma Vaccine Tested at the
University of Pennsylvania Shows Promise
-Lori Haberman-Wilson

We are a team at GREYlong and thank
heavens for the eyes and brains of supporters. In 2013 two friends forwarded an
Volume 6, Issue 1
article about a promising osteosarcoma
May 2014
(OS) vaccine being tested at the University
of Pennsylvania.
In conversations earlier this year with Dr.
Nicola Mason, assistant professor of medicine at University of Pennsylvania School
of Veterinary Medicine, we learned how a
vaccine composed of modified bacteria
called listeria, is being used to treat OS.
Great results with Sasha still alive at 690
days post treatment and three dogs over
600 days.
Here are excerpts from the 2012 story
which inspired GREYlong, reprinted with
the permission of Dr. Mason.
Sasha is still spunky at 12 - a white dog
with a smattering of black, floppy ears and
a sweet face. Even after she lost her right
foreleg to bone cancer, her owners said,

fore the cancer comes roaring back. Her
only hope now lies with an experimental
treatment being developed at the University
of Pennsylvania.
Doctors at Penn's School of Veterinary
Medicine pumped a modified listeria bacteria into her bloodstream, hoping to push her
immune system to kill remaining cancer
cells. If the treatment works, it is likely to be
tested next on humans with this type of
bone cancer, called osteosarcoma.
Veterinary scientists say such crossspecies research is on the rise. While animal research has long played an important
role in human medicine, an increasing number of clinical trials for dogs are being designed to help both species.
Right now, the vast majority of cancer treatments that work in mice fail in people, said
immunologist Carl June, director of translational research at Penn's Abramson Cancer
Center. By testing the treatments in dogs,
he said, veterinarians are helping sort out
the potential winners.

Penn veterinarian Nicola Mason, left, with Sasha and the dog's owners, Carlos and Liliana Ruano. Sasha lost a foreleg to bone cancer
and is now receiving experimental treatment. (TOM GRALISH / Staff Photographer)

she could jump and catch a Frisbee. Unfortunately, in nearly all cases like Sasha's,
the surgery offers just a short respite be-

Osteosarcoma is also easier to study in
dogs because it's relatively common, especially in larger breeds. In hu-
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Maypolin’ 4 R Mutts in Sunny California
Bonnie Sealey shared a hug with her dog Karma (can you see his wee
black face?), before she got to work on her first rummage sale for GREYlong at her home in San Diego, California. Here is her story.

Photo credit—Bonnie and Ron Sealey

I had a sign out front with information on GREYlong. We collected photos
of dogs which had passed due to cancer. One lady came to the yard sale
and was looking around. I pointed the sign out to her and told her we were
doing this for canine cancer research. She told
me her pit bull had
cancer. She was
so sad. She said
she only had $20,
but she wanted to
buy things to help
us. I was deeply
touched.

Photo credit—Bonnie and Ron Sealey
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Maypolin’ 4 R Mutts in Sunny California, cont’d.
It was some work, but not as bad as I thought. I had help from my husband
Ron and three Greyhound groups in the county: Operation Greyhound http://
www.operationgreyhound.com; Greyhound Connection http://
www.greyhoundconnection.org; and the San Diego Greyhound Walking
Club http://www.sdgreyhounds.com. I received donations or personal help
from someone in each group. Wally Lacey (with GC) helped get the event
on Craig’s list. Barb Sabatini and Abby Oursler (with OG) came over at
6:30a.m Saturday to help us set up and get started. I was amazed at how
early people arrived. Marianne Rack (with OG and SDGWC) came later,
with doughnuts, and stayed to help in the afternoon. Barb returned on Sunday to help us set up.
It was fun to work together for the common good of all dogs. When I knew
that Gold (greyhound)
had died of osteosarcoma, I just cried. I
knew him and how
much his family loved
him. Of course, it
brings it back for my
own then, as well. I
hope that with the
work GREYlong is
doing and by spreading the word, good
will come to all dogs.

Photo credit—Bonnie and Ron Sealey

Large DRUM roll here – Bonnie and her crew raised over $500. Awesome
job! It sure would be fun to “cross” the United States with rummage sales
for a Cure for Canine Cancer!
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Osteosarcoma Vaccine Tested at the University
of Pennsylvania Shows Promise, cont’d.
mans, it's an orphan disease, but it takes
a vicious toll. It strikes young people,
most of them between the ages of 13
and 25. Often their only hope for survival
is a radical amputation.
Liliana Ruano said she and her husband,
Carlos, wanted a dog that could accompany the North Carolina couple on hiking
and camping adventures, and Sasha
turned out to be just perfect. They often
visit Carlos' family in Pennsylvania and
hike with Sasha in French Creek State
Park.
The first sign of trouble came earlier this
year, when Sasha started limping. An Xray revealed bone cancer, and the doctor
offered grim choices. They could do
nothing and their faithful hiking buddy
would die in agony, or they could amputate the leg, which would give her a few
months of pain-free life before the cancer
returned, usually as a fatal chest tumor.
Mild chemotherapy would extend her life
slightly.
They opted for the surgery and chemotherapy, and Sasha came through very
well. She's running around and playing
Frisbee - for now, anyway.Concerned
that Sasha's cancer would come back,
Liliana found information about the Penn
trial on a Facebook page about dogs and
cancer. She called to find out more and
connected with Nicola Mason, who explained the treatment, its risks and benefits. Mason told them the tumor would
have to be of a certain type for Sasha to
qualify - expressing a marker called her2/
neu. Sasha's tumor tested positive.
Mason, who has both a veterinary degree and a doctorate in immunology,
said osteosarcoma tumors that strike
dogs are very similar to those that strike
humans. Treatment with listeria bacteria
might sound scary because it's associated with food poisoning, but it is disabled, Mason said. "It's modified so it
does not cause disease and is rapidly
cleared." But it should still prompt an immune response in Sasha.
Modified listeria has been tested in mice
and used in some trials connected with
human cervical cancer, she said. For this
treatment, the listeria was also genetically modified - a gene was added to allow the bacteria to make a protein called

her2/neu - the same one they tested for and
was expressed in Sasha's tumor.
The idea is to train the patient's immune system with the her2/neu protein the way you
might train a bloodhound with a piece of someone's clothing. The immune cells are geared to
attack listeria, but they will also be trained to
recognize and attack cancer cells that express
the her2/neu. This protein is one of the few
marks that distinguishes the cancer cells from
healthy ones, so the immune system should go
after the cancer.
Though Sasha looks healthy now, amputations
almost always leave behind a few malignant
cells, which is why dogs often bounce back
after an amputation but almost always get a
fatal recurrence. In virtually all cases, stray
malignant cells eventually spread to the lungs
and kill the dog. "What we're doing with the
immunotherapy is mopping up the cancer cells
we can't see," Mason said. So far, they've
signed up six dogs, and they aim to recruit 9 to
18.
Why can't the immune system kill the cancer
cells without all this help? Our immune systems do best when fighting foreign cells, said
the University of Minnesota's Jaime Modiano,
who is, like Mason, a veterinarian with a doctorate in immunology. Cancer cells are so similar to our own cells that it can be hard for the
immune system to recognize them as invaders.
In a given patient, canine or human, cancer
cells undergo their own version of natural selection. The ones that evade the immune system survive and proliferate, he said. Cancer
cells can evolve a host of evasive maneuvers.
The challenge with immunotherapy is getting
around all those tricks.
Modiano says clinical trials elsewhere are testing new therapies for brain cancer and other
malignancies that strike both canines and humans. Working with dogs gives them information they couldn't get studying mice or people,
he said. There is no shortage of dogs with
spontaneous cases, he said, since cancer
strikes about one in three dogs.
Immune therapies are a good case in point, he
said. "This is exactly the sort of thing that
should be done on a dog," he said. No other
large animals routinely get cancer the way
dogs and humans do. Monkeys rarely get cancer spontaneously, and many people have
ethical concerns about giving cancer to fellow
primates. Scientists see some striking similariCont’d on pg 7
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The “Gathering” is scheduled for any and all well-mannered sight- hounds Saturday 17th of May from 12 noon to 3:30 p.m. rain or shine at Kill Creek Park,
Olathe, Kansas.
The day includes the beach, the lake, finger food, and fun. We will have the
baby wading pool out for those not wishing to brave the lake.
If you can’t attend the “Gathering”,
then mark your calendar for the
“Gallivantasia” which we host in September. Visit our website, where we
have the waiver posted for you to
complete and mail in with you check
for $10/person or pay $15 the day of

Your Continued Support
Keep saving those UPC labels from Best Choice Products. We need 29
more labels. Mail or drop them off at Lori and Chris Haberman-Wilson’s
home or contact her at greylong3@yahoo.com if you have questions.
And if you are an Amazon user – please consider signing up with Amazon
Smile and select ‘GREYlong”. We will receive .5% of each eligible sale.
Details are at http://smile.amazon.com
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Tracking the Treasurer
Generous donations from GREYlong supporters and sales from the GREYlong
Ebay store, including dog collars and coats, and snazzy knitted snoods, tipped the
till at over $1,100.
With very generous donations from 2013 and several successful events, GREYlong
contributed $5,100 towards the University of Pennsylvania OS vaccine study.
We can’t rest on our laurels – the cure for the many forms of canine cancer hasn’t
been found – and we have agreed that all future funds will go towards the prophylactic OS vaccine study under discussion presently with Dr. Teeter and Dr. Lake.
So if you are considering a gift for a friend or a memory for a loved one - wedding,
birthday, graduation, special memory or occasion, think of a donation to GREYlong.
Do you really want to give another kitchen appliance or sweater to that loved one
who has everything? Make a donation to GREYlong, and we will send a card to the
honoree. Include the recipient ‘s address and the event they are celebrating.

GREYlong gratefully acknowledges cash donations made in support of a cure by the following:

Bonnie Sealey

Lezlee Bryan and Courtney Koger

Jeanne Meyer and Keith Chrostowski

Nancy Singer

Jennifer Ross

Cynthia and Stuart Stratton

Karen Cox and Randy Gould

Tibbi Ramsdell

And yarn and book donations:

Holly Bennett

Robyn Stone and Pete Maharry

Michelle Crozier

Penny Mc Elheny

Heather Knight

Marion Zerrethin
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Osteosarcoma Vaccine Tested at the University
of Pennsylvania Shows Promise, cont’d.
man cancers. Cats, too, are starting to be entered in clinical trials, but Mason said dog research is further ahead.
Sasha had her first treatment at Penn in 2012. She will stay several days for observation
before her owners take her back to North Carolina.
Reprinted with the permission of Dr. Nicola Mason, assistant professor of medicine at University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine
And to update you, as of January, Sasha was still enjoying quality of life with her family 690 days
post treatment.
GREY long has provided $5,100 to the University of Pennsylvania in support of this study.
Inspired by those results, Dr. John Teeter of Nall Hills Animal Hospital, Dr. Shelly
Lake of Town and Country Equine Hospital, and the GREYlong board are working to
put together a research study that utilizes this vaccine to prophylactically treat dogs,
genetically predisposed to OS. We will be talking to the Aratana the company which
has bought the rights to the vaccine. We hope to establish a study, which includes
forty dogs aged five to seven, to evaluate using this promising vaccine to prevent
Osteosarcoma. More details will follow.

2014
Book That Date!
Sept 20, 2014 – Gallivantasia
Kill Creek Park,

GREYlong is a 501(c)(3) organization established in 2006 devoted to raising funds to support canine cancer studies. Gifts donated are
tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law. We
have no paid employees, so all gifts make an
impact on finding a cure for canine cancer.

GREYlong
www.GREYlong.org
11906 Noland St.
Overland Park, Ks.
66213

11670 Homestead Lane
Olathe, Ks.
Details on the web site

Oct 10 ~ Oct 19, 2014 – Oktoberfest On-Line Auction
Things for you, for your dog,
and for your home.

Our name “GREYlong” is symbolic. It represents our goal that everyone’s pets should live
LONG lives in their senior-citizen GREY fur.

We are grateful for all of your support.
Our year-end financial report is posted on
http://www.greylong.org/Financial/financial.htm
Board of Directors:
Karen Randall & Lori Haberman-Wilson

GreyTales is the official
newsletter for GREYlong. It is published
electronically in January, May, and September. It is distributed by
email. We welcome
both editorial and photo
submissions. Submission may be emailed to
lori@greylong.org.

In Memory

GREYlong remembers the passing of dear companions:
Aztec

loved by Mara and Pete Wallace

Carmel

loved by Susan and Richard Brouhard

Chloe

loved by Shelley and Jeff Lake

Daniel

loved by Terry and Dennis Garberg

Duncan

loved by Peggy Gracy

Gold

loved by Pam and Tony Flores

Jessie

loved by Denise and Nathan Knight

Kes

loved by Debra Ore

Kodiak

loved by Dr.Kymberli and Jim Stone

Jasper

loved by Cynthia Stratton

Lucy

loved by Karen Labadie

Louis

loved by Bobby and Rob Etheridge

Wonder

loved by Nancy and Don DeSmet

GREYlong gratefully acknowledges the donations
made in memory of:
Duncan

Bonnie Sealey

Gold

Bonnie Sealey

